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QUANTITATIVE BEHAVIOUR OF THE NORMS
OF AN ANALYTIC MEASURE

LOUIS PIGNO AND BRENT SMITH

ABSTRACT. A Littlewood-Paley type inequality for the quotient norms of an

analytic measure is obtained; one consequence of this inequality is the classical

theorem of F. and M. Riesz.

In this paper T is the circle group, Z the additive group of integers and MÇT)

the customary space of Borel measures on T; for p G M(T) and n G Z define

AW L,—in9 dß(e).

If p G M(T), put p, = p,a + ßs where pa is absolutely continuous with respect

to Lebesgue measure on T and ps is singular with respect to Lebesgue measure on

T; let Ma(T) denote the space of all absolutely continuous measures. A measure

p G M(T) is said to be of analytic type if fi(n) = 0 for all n < 0; as usual Ü"1(T)

denotes the space of all analytic measures on T.

F. and M. Riesz [7] have proved the following result for measures of analytic

type.

Theorem R.  If p E H1^) then p G M0(T).

The purpose of this paper is to present a quantitative version of the F. and M.

Riesz Theorem; before stating our result, we will need two quantitatively explicit

lemmas concerning the behaviour of the quotient norms of a measure.

For any w G M(T) and E c Z put

||w||B = inf{||i/|| : v = w onE, v G AÍ(T)};

here || • || is the usual total variation norm for M(T). The following lemma provides

an effective means of computing quotient norms.

LEMMA A.   For any w G M(T) and EcZ

\\u>\\e = sup< E CrM*) c>n,e
-inS < l,neE for all n.

PROOF.  Fix w G Af(T) and E C Z; that

sup< E cnû(n) Ec"f -in$ < 1, n GE1 for alln> < ||w||s

loo /

is obvious; to confirm the reverse inequality simply apply the Hahn-Banach and

Riesz representation theorems.

The next lemma describes the behaviour at infinity of the quotient norms of a

measure.
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LEMMA L. For any natural number n put An = [n, co) U (-co, —n] C Z; ifw G

M(T) itan limn-,«, ||w|U„ = ||ws||.

PROOF. Lemma L is an immediate consequence of Lemma A and the work of

R. Doss [3].

We say {Dn)f is a sequence of positive dyadic intervals in Z if there exists a

sequence (nk)f c Z+, nk+i/nk > 2 for all k and Dk = [n2k, n2k+1) = {meZ:n2l<

m < ri2fc+i}. We say {Dn)f is a sequence of symmetric dyadic intervals in Z if

there exists a sequence (nk)f c Z+, nk+i/nk > 2 for all fc and Dk = [n2k,n2k+i) U

(-n2k+i,-n2k] CZ.

Our quantitative generalization of the F. and M. Riesz Theorem is then

THEOREM V. There is a constant C > 0 such that for any sequence (Dn)f of

symmetric dyadic intervals in Z and any p G //1(T)

E
fc=i

Dk <c\\n\\.

The statement of Theorem V occurred to the authors after a reading of [4]; notice

that Theorem R is an immediate consequence of Theorem V and Lemma L. For

results related to Theorem V see comment (e) at the end of this paper. The proof

of Theorem V depends upon this result:

LEMMA N (cf. [1, 2, 6]). Let (an)f be a sequence of complex numbers and (tn)f

a sequence of trigonometric polynomials on T such that J2i \an\ < 1, ll¿n||oo < 1 f°r

n = 1,2,...,Q, and suppí¿ n suppig■ = 0 for i # j. Put ß = Yli \an\2■ Then given

e>0, there exists a polynomial p(z) = b\z -\-1- bmzm such that

Q
/ . antr

i

+ exp -^ßi/2ypi\E(^)(^))+ <l + e;

here (Y^i^j{aiti){ajtj))+ l5 ^e analytic projection ofJ2i&{aiU)(ctjtj).

Proof of Lemma N. Put / = J2f o-iU; then

l/l2 = E \°i\%\2+2M ( E«***^

Given e > 0 choose 6 > 0 so that

v/2
(1.1) knl-lfiß + Sf'* exp 4k/2 <

C

and define h = ß+b+2(Y^i^3aitiäjtj)+; notice that Reh > ]f]2+6 because ||í¿||oo <

1 (i = 1,2,...,Q). We gather from this that there exists a disc Dr c C centered

about R > 0 which lies entirely in the open right half plane such that the range of

h is contained in Dr and ß + 6 G Dr.

Put H(z) = zxl2; then exp(—\/2H(z)/4) is analytic on Dr and so it follows that

there is a polynomial F(z) = cq + C\(z — R) H-h cm(z — R)m such that for all
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(1.2) eJ-^H(z)\-F(z) <

Since ß + 6 G Dr and Range h c Dr we infer via inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) that

(1.3) exJ-^H(h) j - eJ-^/A - p(j:(aiti)(^)+ <e

for some polynomial of the form p(z) = b\z + b2z2 H-1- bmzr

To complete the proof of our lemma observe that

exp(-^H(h)
1

+ 5
Q
Ea»^
i

<exp(-^Re/W) 4-^1/1

< exp
#)^

because ReH(h) > ]f]/y/2.  Inasmuch as exp(—x/4) + x/5 < 1 for 0 < x < 1, we

have confirmed

(1.4) exJ-^-H(h) + ■
Q
Eat^

1

<1.

The conclusion of our lemma now follows from inequalities (1.3) and (1.4).

We now turn to the proof of Theorem V: Let (Dk)f be any sequence of symmetric

dyadic intervals in Z and let p G ií1(T). Put ak = 1/fc (A; = 1,2,...); by breaking the
sequence (a^f into the blocks {ai}, {02,03}, {a4,05,06,07},..., we may choose

{Q\ < Q2 < ■ ■ ■} C Z+ as follows:

(1) {a2 + o2 + - + o^i}1/2 + {o23i+1 + .- + o222}1/2 + -<i      *

and -

(2) oi + a2H-r-aQ1<l,   oq1+i-I-I-oq2<1,   etc.

Let tk satisfy suppifc c Dk, ||ifc||oo < 1 with fTtk(6)dp,(0) = ß(tk) = ||p||rjfc. Given

e > 0, (ak)%++\ and (tk)%>++\> define ßi = £«Í+i°fc (¿ = 1'2'-") and Put ai =

exp(—v/2/3V2/4); then (using (2)) select polynomials of the form p, = bj\z H-h

bim.zm such thati/jm<

(3) E   aktk
Qi+i

+ aJ+Pj\<, E (alti)(a~t~)\
Q}+t<Wf<Qj+i

<l + e23~

Such a selection of polynomials pj is always possible by Lemma N.

Put Fq = 5 I^fcii °*¿k and for n = 1,2,... define

1 Qn+l

Fn = -=   E   íífc^fc + ^n-l^an + Pn
0 «n + 1 \   len + l<¿5ÍJ<«»+l

(oiii)(aJii)
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then it is not hard to see that condition (3) implies

ll^nlloo^j^      (n = l,2,...).

<¿IH,

So, on the one hand,

(4) \JTFn(6)dp(0)

while on the other,

(5) 5 f Fn(6)dp(6)=  fj akß(tk) + an    E    <**£(**)
JT Q„ + l Qn-l + l

Qn-1 <^

+ anan-i    E    akß(tk)-\-\-(anan-r--ai)22akß(tk),
Qn-2 + l i

because p G ff^T) and the sequence {Dk)? is dyadic. As a consequence of (4) and

(5), we obtain

5 (Qn+l «1 Ï

(6) -,-\\p\\>{anan-vaiK  E akp(tk) + --- + Y,akß{h)\-
1-6 Un + l 1 J

It now follows from inequalities (1) and (6) that

(7) 5exP(2V2-2)-í-M\>(i-e) ^ akß(tk);
1

consequently 17||p||/(l — e) > X)?n+1 ££(**)> and this, in turn, implies that

E^Mlk<17|H|.

COMMENTS, (a) As the proof of Theorem V shows, we can relax the gap

condition on the intervals somewhat, and also change the sequence {1/k)? to any

sequence (ak)? c Z+ satisfying conditions analogous to (1) and (2).

(b) The obvious analogue of Theorem V remains valid for the additive group of

real numbers R.

(c) Let G be a compact abelian group with character group T; suppose <f>: T —► R

is a nontrivial homomorphism. We say (¿Dk)? is a sequence of symmetric 4>-dyadic

intervals in T if there exists a sequence (Dk)? of symmetric dyadic intervals in Z

such that for each k ¿Dk = (¡>~l(Dk). Then, there is a constant C > 0 such that for

any sequence (¿Dk)? of symmetric <j>-dyadic intervals in T and any p G H ¿(G) =

{v G M(G) : tif) = 0 for all 7 G T such that <¡>(^) < 0}

M    k    -

An immediate consequence of the above inequality is that if p G H ¿(G) then p

translates continuously in the direction of <f> and this in turn implies that ps G

H ¿(G); see [6] for definitions and appropriate references.
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(d) We say (Dk)? is a sequence of symmetric dyadic boxes in Z™ if there exists a

sequence {m,k)? E Z+, mk+i/mk > 2 for all k and

Dk = {(î/i, • • • ,yn): fftl € [m2fc,m2fe+i) U {0}}\{0} C Zn.

TAen, there is a constant C > 0 suc/i í/ioí /or any sequence (Dk)? of symmetric

dyadic boxes in Z™ and any p G M(Tn)

provided suppp C {(xi, •. •,x„): x¿ G Z, x¿ > 0 for all i}. It is not hard to see that

the above inequality is a quantitative generalization of S. Bochner's several-variable

extension of the F. and M. Riesz Theorem.

To obtain the proofs of (c) and (d) it suffices to repeat the proof of Theorem V

after making appropriate modifications in Lemmas A, L, and N.

(e) A sequence of symmetric dyadic intervals (D^,)00, Dk = [n2k,n2k+i) U

(—ri2fc+i,— ri2fc], is said to be standard if there exists a X > 0 such that nk+i/nk <

X for all fc. Notice that Theorem V for standard dyadic intervals is a special

case of known Littlewood-Paley type inequalities [8]; however, in order to obtain

our applications it is important that we not restrict ourselves to standard dyadic

intervals.

The original proof of Theorem V used a linear fractional transformation rather

than the exponential function of the present argument; the use of the exponen-

tial function makes more explicit the connection between the method of proof of

Theorem V and [5].
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